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University of California Bears 
Kickoff Time - 1 :30 p.m., EDT 
TODA Y'S COVER 
Features the 8-story $3.17 million Elec-
tronics Laboratory, 2015 Neil Ave. The 
lab serves instructional and research ac-
tivities related to electronics in the depart-
ment of electrical engineering. The en-
closed bridge extends to Caldwell Labora-
tory, another facility for the department 
of electrical engineering . 
DR. NOVICE G. FAWCETT 
President, The Ohio State University 
* 
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Athletic Director 
And 
Head Football Coach 
W. W. (WOODY) HAYES 
Head Football Coach 
Aerial view of Colorado campus 
The University of Colorado 
Authorized by an act of the first territorial legis-
lature in 1861 and opened on Sept. 5, 1877, the 
University of Colorado is located at Boulder, 27 
miles northwest of Denver via a new four-lane 
turnpike. 
The enrollment on the Boulder campus has 
grown from an original 44 in 1877 to an expected 
20,000 in 1971 with an additional 13,000 students 
studying at the Medical Center (Denver campus) 
and at the Denver, Colorado Springs, and Grand 
Junction centers. 
Although the main campus in Boulder is lo-
cated far inland at the foot of the rugged Rocky 
Mountains, its students come from all over the 
world. Every state in the Union is represented in 
the student body, along with 38 foreign countries 
and all U.S. possessions. 
The campus setting and its beautiful architec-
ture are major attractions, but the main attraction 
for students is the academic atmosphere. In Boul-
der the West blends not only with the East but 
with the whole world. Like the other big universi-
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ties in the Rocky Mountain area, the University 
affords a refreshing, lively academic approach to 
courses and research. 
The University of Colorado is composed of 13 
schools and colleges, and a student can major in 
any one of 120 fields. The schools and colleges are 
Arts and Sciences, Business, Dentistry, Education, 
Engineering, Environmental Design, Graduate, 
Journalism, Law, Nursing, Medicine, Music, and 
Pharmacy. 
The University is governed by an independent 
board of six elected Regents, the President, and 
the Faculty Senate. 
In keeping with its cosmopolitan atmosphere 
and its sense of responsibility to the community, 
the University provides facilities and sponsorship 
for a broad range of student activities. In addition, 
the student governing body, Associated Students 
of the University of Colorado, is extremely active 
and influential. The students also publish their 
own yearbook and daily newspapers. 
Scenes on the Colorado Campus 
NEW PHYSICS BUILDING WILLIAMS VILLAGE DORMITORY COMPLEX 
KITTREDGE DORMITORY COMPLEX 
COLORADO OBSERVATORY MARY RIPPON OUTDOOR THEATRE, HENDERSON MUSEUM 
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BIG TEN NICKNAMES 
Their Followers Still Thrill to These Names of Legend and Derring-Do 
By Walt Paulison 
(Mr. Paulison served as Sports 
Information Director at Northwestern 
from 7926 until retirement in 1969) 
What· in a name? 
For millions of followers of Big Ten 
athletics . a name - especially a 
nickname - is important indeed. 
Wolverine~. Wildcats. Gophers. Illini, 
Hoosie rs. Spartans. Boilermakers, 
Badgers. Buckeyes - they are names 
of legend and derring-do. 
But what about the derivation of these 
familiar nicknames? How did they 
come to be applied? In a number of 
insta nces the origins are obscure. in 
other lo t in history and folklore. 
Michigan tea ms adopted the state 
nickname ··w olverine .. when football 
was introduced in 1 69. But there i 
considerable mystery as to how the 
state acquired the nickname in the fir t 
place. There is no clear-cut evidence 
that Wolverines ever existed in the 
state in any con iderable number ·, and 
if they did they have been extinct for 
many yea rs. But, acco rding to 
zoologi t . the animal is a ferocious 
battler. and the sy mbolism is sufficient 
to sa ti fy Michigan fans. 
atives of lndiana have long been 
known as Hoosier , and o have teams 
at the state univer ity in Bloomington. 
But the derivation of the word has 
never been established to the 
sati faction of everybody. 
of the nickn ame " Buckeyes·· for Ohio 
State teams. The Indi an ca lled the 
tree '" Hetuck."" meaning eye of the 
buc.:k. which resembl ed the seed of the 
buckeye. "Ohio'" is an Indian word 
meaning "great,'" and the Buckeyes 
have been that too. 
lowa·s "H awkeye ·, derive from a 
character in J ames Fennimore Cooper's 
"The Last of the Mohican .'' In the 
novel. the Jndians bestowed the name 
"H awkeye·· on a white scout who lived 
and hunted with them. 
In 1 32. the territory of Iowa adopted 
the nickn ame through the efforts of 
Some ources say it stem from a man Judge David Borer and Jame Edwards, 
named Hoosier who hired re idents 
of the state to load barges on the 
Ohio river in the early I OO's. Another 
hi torian claims the term is a Southern 
or dialectic word meaning ··rude or 
uncouth , rustic individual." That still 
could apply to fr. Hoo ier's hired 
hand . 
The Buckeye tree. native to Ohio, is 
the official tale tree a nd the source 
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a new paper publisher. Nowhere is 
BIG TEN NICKNAMES 
there any mention of a hawk, but 
university athletic insignia portrays a 
beady-eyed, belligerent bird. later to 
become known as " Herky the Hawk." 
The state of Illinois wa named for 
an Indian tribe - Illini - which once 
inhabited the area. The term meant 
"Brave Men. " Since the tart of 
athletic at the state university in the 
late I 800"s. the teams have been called 
the "Jllini," and more recently "The 
Fighting Jllini." 
Sports writers are credited with 
originating the nicknames for Michigan 
State and Northwestern teams. George 
Alderton , sports editor of the Lansing 
Journal , first used the name "Spartans"' 
while covering the Michigan State 
baseball team 's southern trip in 1926. 
Other publications quickly picked up 
the term and it became official when 
a monument of a Spartan warrior was 
erected on the campus. 
In 1924. Wallace Abbey. a sports 
writer for the Chicago Tribune, likened 
the Northwestern football team to a 
' Purple wall of wildcats ," in a goal 
line stand against Chicago. The name 
" Wildcats·· captured popular fancy and 
such previou designations "Purple" 
and "Fighting Methodists" went into 
discard. 
"Boilermakers·· was first applied to 
Purdue teams as a term of derision . 
In 1889, in a game with Wabash 
College, the more sophisticated Wabash 
students called their rivals from the 
late engineering and agriculture school 
"blacksmith ," ''hayseeds" and 
"boilermakers." The last term both 
amused and intrigued Purdue followers, 
who began using it in referring to 
themselves, and it ultimately became 
the official nickname. 
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Early Minnesota settlers debated the 
merits of the beaver and the gopher as 
a choice for the state's nickname. 
Historians say the gopher advocates 
won because of a widely circulated 
political cartoon that used the figure 
of a gopher. And that"s why Minnesota 
teams are known as the '·Gophers" 
instead of the "Beavers ... 
Wisconsin·s cocky '"Bucky Badger" 
also derives from its state nickname, 
which came into use to de cribe the 
working habits of the lead miners who 
once inhabited the southwestern 
portion of the tate. The miners "d ug 
like badgers ... accord ing to an historian 
of the period . Whether that be fact or 
legend matters not to Wisconsin fans 
as they sing with gusto, "If you want 
to be a Badger, just come along 
with me." 
Representing the University of Colorado 
DR. FREDERICK THIEME EDDIE CROWDER 
President, University of Colorado Director of Athletics, Head Football Coach 
DEAN WILLIAM BAUGHN FRED CASOTTI 
Faculty Representative Asst. Director of Athletics 
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THOMAS DeLEONE 
Co-Captain 
No. 52-Center 
KEVIN FLETCHER 
No. 55-Middle Guard 
JOHN BLEDSOE 
No. 34-Fullback 
HARRY HOWARD 
Co-Captain 
No. 2B-Cornerback 
STANLEY WHITE 
No, BB-Linebacker 
SHAD WILLIAMS GEORGE HASENOHRL 
No. 79-Defensive Tackle No. 70-Defensive Tackle 
OHIO STATE 
IJCKEYES 
RICHARD GALBOS DONALD LAMKA 
No. 33-0ffensive Back No. 19-Quarterback 
Photos by H ouse of Portraits 
THOMAS CAMPANA 
No. 24-0ffensive Back 
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JEFF DAVIS 
No. 16-Defensive Back 
KENNETH LUTTNER 
No. B7-Defensive End 
CODE OF OFFICIALS SIGNALS 
Offside {Infraction 
of scrimmage or 
free kick formation) 
Illegal Motion 
Touchdown or 
Field Goal 
\ 
Illegally Passing 
or Handling Ball 
Forward 
Illegal Procedure 
or Position Loss of Down 
Substitution 
Infractions Clipping 
Tllegal Shift 
Ineligible Receiver 
Down Field on Pass 
Ball Illegally Touched, 
Kicked, or Batted 
Incomplete Forward Pass, 
Penalty Declined, 
No Play, or No Score 
Safety 
Time out; eferee's 
Discretionary or Excess 
Time Out followed with 
tapping hands on chest. 
i / ·:, 
' . 
• I 
./ (' 
Helping the Runner, 
or Interlocked 
Interference 
' 
Illegal use of 
Hands and Arms 
Forward Pass or 
Kick Catching 
Interference 
' ~"' 
\.: Start the Clock First Down 
/! 
{1/ 
Roughing the Kicker 
~ 
Ball Dead; If Hand 
is Moved from Side 
to Side: Touchback 
Grasping 
Face Mask 
Player Disqualified 
Non-contact Fouls Delay of Game Bafi Ready for Play Personal Foul 
Intentional 
Grounding 
tllustrations courtesy Collegiate Commissioners Association 
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This handy 12-pack is actually a disposable icebox. 
It stores twelve cans of good Stroh's Beer. 
Once you chill the pack, the beer inside stays cold 
for hours. 
'Ml3"·· o-.ou.:;~"..a.s 
:c::::a.. 
CAN 
STAY 
COLD 
PACK 
And once you finish the beer, the inside makes a 
neat, disposable container for storing the empties. 
Try the Stroh's lceless Icebox this weekend. 
It keeps its cool. 
FROM ONE BEER LOVER TO ANOTHER 
THE STROH 8AEWC'-Y COMPANY, OtTAOtT, MICHIGAN •8226 
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MORRIS BRADSHAW 
No. 25-0ffensive Back 
RICHARD CAPPELL 
No. 86-Defensive End 
FRED SCHRAM 
No. 1-Placekicker 
RICHARD SIMON FRED PAGAC JIMMIE HARRIS 
No. 73-0ffensive Tackle No. BO-Offensive End No. BS-Offensive End 
OHIO STATE 
IJCKEYES 
RICHARD MIDDLETON ROBERT WILLARD 
No, 32- 0ffensive End No. 71 - 0ffensive Tackle 
Photos by Home of Portraits 
DANIEL SCOTT 
No. 76-0ffensive Tackle 
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RICHARD WAKEFIELD 
No. 91-0ffensive End 
MERVIN TEAGUE 
No. 75-0ffensive Tackle 
RICHARD SEIFERT 
No. 41-Safety 
1971-- Ohio State University Football Squad - - 1971 
Front row, left to right: - Graf, Cappel!, Hasenohrl, Vecanski, Mason, Simon, Luttner, Howard, co-captain; Deleone, co-captain; White, Campana, lamka, Wakefield, Harris, Hicks, Galbos, Bledsoe. 
Second row: - Head Coach Woody Hayes, Cutillo, Kinsey, long, Houser, Pitstick, Seifert, Donica, Gradishar, Teague, Williams, Hughes, Fletcher, Kregel, Davis, Pagac, Marendt. 
Third row: - Cowman, Pisanelli, Battista, Jones, Baxa, Brown, Strong, Dixon, Scott, Belgrave, Husband, Straka, Middleton, Graf, Nixon, Wersel. 
Fourth row: - Johnston, Wendorff, Givens, Lago, Kelly, Eggers, Mount%, Scannell, Beecroft, Murphy, Hare, Gaffney, Sivinski, Doll, Schram, Cunningham. 
Fifth row: - Ferko, Moore, Meckstroth, Szabo, Miller, Thompson, Smurda, Hill, Willard, Helms, Baxter, Hazel, Zeune, Lippert. 
Sixth row: - Sharpp, Cameron, Bradshaw, Mathis, Keith, Sciulli, Cummings, Koegel, Boyle, Rich, Kern, Gales, Whately. 
Back row: - Asst. coaches Sarkkinen, Hill, Clausen, Walker, Hubbard, Staub, Mummey, Bruce, Chaump. 
Photo, Courtesy, V. Scoff Gilmore 
Eight Ohio State University fac ulty members received Alumni Awards for Distinguished Teaching in 1970-71. Left to right, front row, Paul A. Colinvaux, zoology; Hollis N. Matson, health education; Johanna S. Belkin, German; B. William Poland, music. Back row, Morgan L. Shipman, law; Jack H. Cline, animal science; David Hothersall, psychology, and William F. Cowen, Jr., forestry. The Alumni Association and Development Fund have sponsored the award for 12 years. 
P rof. Colinvaux joined the faculty in 1964 after 
receiving his B.A. and M.S. degrees from Cam-
bridge University in 1956 and 1960. He holds a 
Ph.D. from Duke University in 1962. He received 
a Guggenheim Fellowship for the year of 1971-
72 and was named an American Man of Science 
in 1964. 
Miss Matson became a member of the faculty 
in 1968. She received her bachelor's and master's 
degrees in health and physical education from 
Mankato State College in 1963 and 1967. 
Mrs. Belkin joined the faculty in 1963 after 
receiving her doctorate in German from the uni-
versity. She completed her other academic work 
at the University of Munich, Germany. 
Prof. Poland has been on the faculty since 1949. 
He was the first recipient of a Ph.D. awarded by 
the university for music. He received his bache-
lor's and master's degrees from the University 
of Michigan in 1948 and 1949. 
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Prof. Shipman joined the faculty in 1969. He 
received his bachelor of business administration 
degree in 1955 and his LL.B. degree in 1958 from 
the University of Texas before joining a law firm 
in Washington, D.C. 
Prof. Cline received three degrees, B.S., M.S., 
and Ph.D. from Ohio State, completing his studies 
in 1956. He was appointed assistant professor in 
1957 and has been a full professor since 1966. 
Prof. Hothersall joined the faculty in 1968 
after receiving his Ph.D. from the University of 
Tennessee. He previously received his bachelor's 
and master's degrees from the University of Wit-
watersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa. 
Prof. Cowen joined the faculty in 1959 after 
receiving his bachelor's degree from Rhode Island 
State College and master's degree from Yale Uni-
versity. Before coming to Ohio State, Prof. Cowen 
was chief forester of a 16,000 acre forest at 
Scituate, R.I. 
Now, the latest in sports. 
Brought to you by Marathon. 
Marathon is proud to spon-
sor some of the most exciting 
athletic events in the 
country. Like Notre 
Dame football and 
Indiana and Ken-
tucky basketball. 
And the minor 
league hockey 
action of the 
Toledo Hornets, 
Flint Generals, Ft. 
Wayne Komets 
and Dayton Gems. 
We're heavy 
in the majors, too, 
bringing the 
Detroit fans the 
play-by-play of 
their Lions, 
Pistons, and Red 
Wings; the 
Cincinnati fans 
their Reds, Royals 
and Bengals; and 
in Indiana we 
bring you the Indiana Pacers. 
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Not to mention non-team 
events. Like auto 
racing, the UGA 
· .. Golf Tournament 
.I ,~and ski reports. 
We'd like 
to see you get 
out and sup-
port your 
favorite teams 
often. But when 
you can't, catch the 
action on radio or 
TV. · Brought to 
you by one of 
the best sports 
in your neigh-
borhood 
-your local 
Marathon 
dealer. He offers 
guaranteed 
Marathon petroleum 
products and automotive 
services, or your money 
back. And that's a 
very sporting offer. 
ELMER LIPPERT ANTHONY PITSTICK THOMAS NIXON EARL BELGRAVE No. 47-0ffensive Back No. SO-Offensive Guard No. 56-Center No. 77-0ffensive Tackle 
OHIO STATE 
IJCKEYES 
JAMES KREGEL RANDALL COWMAN GREGORY HARE CARL KERN No. 63- 0ffensive Guard No. 11-Defensive Back No. 18- Quarterback No. 21-Defensive Back 
Photos b,y HoMe of Portraits 
VICTOR KOEGEL RICHARD GALES GARYLAGO PAUL JOHNSTON No. 62-Linebacker No. 22-0ffensive Back No. 92-Punter No. 2-Placekicker 
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OHIO STADIUM 
Our Arrow-Universal Division is today supplying the same highest quality limestone aggregate 
concrete which insured the enduring beauty and permanence of this structure completed in 1922. 
THE MARBLE CLIFF QUARRIES CO. 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 
1394 King Ave. YOU ALWAYS WIN HUdson 8-7790 
with 
<i}-~ J-I(j,) and jVynate.rj23j 
c~ - ======= ;!!5 
Black Red---Green---Gray 
THE ULTIMATE IN SEAL COATING PROTECTION 
For Asphalt and Concrete Drives, Parking Lots, and Play Areas 
BLACKTOP MAINTENANCE CO. 
~ it's a winner anytime ... 
·_,_~ · THE ONE PLACE, THE FUN PLACE ... 
.., :. ~~~- THE CHRISTOPHER INN 
~ It's hard to pass , .. the Christopher Inn where quality food 
and beverage service are commonplace. 
Before or after the game, gather in the Round One . 
• GRACIOUS DINING • 140 GUEST ROOMS 
• POOLSIDE LOUNGE • HEATED POOL 
• BOB ALLEN TRIO • BANQUET FACILITIES 
THE CHRISTOPHER INN 
300 East Broad Street Columbus, Chio 43215 
Reservations phone 229-3541 
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The Ohio State University Athletic Staff 
HUGH D. HINDMAN 
Associate Athletic Director 
E. E. BERNARD 
Business Manager 
DR. JUDSON D. WILSON 
Team Physician 
RICHARD L. DELANEY 
Assistant Athletic Director 
ROBERT C. RIES 
Director of Ticket Sales 
DR. RICHARD PATTON 
Team Physician 
FREDERIC BEEKMAN 
Director of lntramurals 
ALAN W. HART 
Head Trainer 
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JAMES L. JONES 
Assistant Athletic Director 
MARVIN W. HOMAN 
Assistant Dir. of Publicity 
DR. L. M. KEITH, JR. 
Team Physician 
ROGER D. DEERHAKE 
Asst. Ticket Director 
WILBUR E. SNYPP 
Director of Publicity 
DR. ROBERT J. MURPHY 
Team Physician 
DR. ALLEN W. HALL 
Team Dentist 
As a Matter of Fact ... 
(Some interesting facts about Ohio State, 
presented by the Alumni Association) 
• Ohio State has been playing football 
since 1890, and has been a member of the 
Big Ten since 1913. The Buckeyes have been 
Conference champs 15 times and have won 
the national football crown four times, and 
last season shared possession of the Mac-
Arthur Bowl with Texas. 
a Ohio State has gone to the Rose Bowl 
six times, more than any other Big Ten 
team, and has won four games (1950, 1955, 
1958 and 1969) in Pasadena . They lost the 
first time in 1921 . 
• The Buckeyes have played arch-rivals 
Michigan 67 times, more than they've 
played anyone else. The series stands at 25 
wins for Ohio State and 38 for Michigan, 
with four ties. Twenty-one of Michigan's 
victories came before 1935. 
a Ohio State's official alumni organization, 
The Ohio State University Association, is 
the second largest dues-paying alumni as-
sociation in the nation, and the largest such 
organization in the Big Ten, with some 
50,000 members. 
a Ohio Stadium, built through private do-
nations by some 13,000 alumni and friends, 
was completed in 1922 - after only 13 
months of work powered mostly by horses 
and steam engines. A series of Ralph Fan-
ning watercolors depicting the stadium 
construction is on display in Alumni House 
in the Center for Tomorrow, on Olentangy 
River Road, just across the river and north 
of the stadium. Stop by after the game. 
• The Ohio State University was founded 
as The Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical 
College in 1870 as a land grant college. The 
join us. 
The Ohio State University Association 
Center for Tomorrow 
2400 Olentangy River Road 
Columbus, Ohio 43210 
first class was composed of six men. Today 
the University has grown to well over 
45,000 students in Columbus, one of the 
largest schools in the nation. 
a W oody Hayes has won more games and 
Big Ten titles (seven) than any other coach 
in the Conference since he came to Ohio 
State in 1951 . At the beginning of the 1971 
season, his record stood at 134 wins, 43 
losses and seven ties. 
a The Ohio State Alumni Association co-
ordinates an active alumni club program in 
many areas across the state and nation -
probably with a chapter in your area. They'd 
like to get to know you. 
a Ohio State has had 52 All-Americans in 
81 years of football, the first being Chic 
Harley and Bob Karch in 1916. 
• Some 9,000 Alumni Association members 
have become life members, assuring them 
membership benefits indefinitely without 
annual dues payments. Easy quarterly pay-
ments can be arranged. 
a Carroll C. W iddoes has the best won-
lost percentage of the 19 coaches who have 
held the head football post at Ohio State. 
In his two seasons at Ohio State, 1944 and 
1945, Widdoes won 16 and lost 2 for an 
.889 average. 
• Want to know more? Membership in the 
Alumni Association includes a subscription 
to The Ohio State University Monthly, the 
alumni magazine that will keep you in 
touch regularly with the University. Why 
not join today? Stop by Alumni House, 
while traffic clears, on your way home. 
I'd like to join The Ohio State University Association, Ohio State's 
official alumni organization. I'm enclosing my check for $8 for a 
single, $9 for a joint husband-wife membership, made out to 
The Ohio State University Association. 
Name,_ _____________________ _ 
AddresS----------------------
City, Stat.1::-------------~ip Cod1::-----
Life Memberships available at $125 ($150 for husband-wife), pay-
able either quarterly or in one payment. 
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c;7l. 
great 
lifeli11e 
arid 
full 
casualty-
protectiori 
Your partner m protecuon 
orange 
Mutual comoanies 
671 South High Street 
Columbus, Ohio 43216 
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9n all the world 
there'" onlv one! 
Where else in the world 
would you find such a varied menu 
AND moderate prices AND 
attendant parking AND our own fresh 
baked rolls AND dinner music AND table 
doth service AND our own herb butter 
AND . .. . . .. But why go on? Come 
to the Jai Lai and enjoy, enjoy. 
~ ~=:_ --~ -
1421 Olentangy River Road / 294·5111 / 9 a.m. lo 1 a.m. daily 
11 :30 a.m. lo 9 p.m. Sundays and Holidays 
-~-
~NE AT THE INCOMPARABLE 
compass points 
21 ST FLOOR 
• Lavish oversize rooms 
• Alf-year swimming pool 
• Free guest parking 
• Insured reservations 
and guaranteed rates 
SHERATON-COLUMBUS 
Overlooking Ohio's Capitol 
What's 
More Important 
Than Football? 
Students are the most important part of 
our University. But some potentially great 
leaders never get a chance to tackle an 
education. We're working harder than ever 
to give these youngsters a chance to go to 
college. With your support of the Student 
Financial Aids program, we can prepare these 
young people for the biggest game of all-
life. 
-Woody Hayes 
In response to Woody Hayes' request, I am enclosing my con-
tribution of $ ___ _ 
Name __________________ _ 
Address _________________ _ 
City _______ State _____ Zip Code __ _ 
o Please send additional information about how I can support 
the Student Financial Aids program. 
Contributions may be mailed to: 
• 
The Ohio State University 
Development Fund 
Center for Tomorrow 
2400 Olentangy River Road 
Columbus, Ohio 43210 
Ohio State University Football Roster 
No. Name Pos. Wgt. Hgt. Age Class Home Town (High School) High School Coach 
1 *Schram, Fred PK 178 5-10 21 Sr. Massillon (Washington) did not play in H.S. 
2 Johnston, Paul PK 176 5-10 21 Sr. Cleveland (Cuyahoga Hgts.) Bill Jacobs 
3 Whately, Randy s 182 6-0 19 So. Toledo (St. Francis) Dick Mattingly 
4 Keith, Randal FB 212 5-11 19 So. Cincinnati (Moeller) Gerry Faust 
8 Cunningham, Dan s 145 5-7 21 Sr . Columbus 
9 Murphy, Robert DB 182 6-2 22 Jr. Seattle, Wash . (Odea) Don Isaacson 
11 Cowman, Randall DCB 194 6-0 20 Jr. Dayton (Beavercree~) Paul Martin 
12 Moore, Ross QB 188 5-11 20 Jr. Allentown, Pa . (Dieruff) John Bednarik 
14 Kelly, Robert DLH 194 6-1 19 So. Butler, Pa. (Butler) Art Bernardi 
15 Boyle, William QB 178 6-0 19 So. Columbus (Watterson) Ron Shay 
16 Davis, Jeff DLH 182 5-10 19 So. Erie, Pa . (McDowell) Joe Moore 
17 Baxter, Charles OLE 222 6-2 19 So. Painesville (Harvey) George Strailey 
18 Hare, Gregory QB 198 6-3 19 So. Cumberland, Md. (Ft. Hill) Charles Lattimer 
19 **Lamka, Donald QB 197 5-11 22 Sr. Cleveland (South) John Gentile 
20 Kinsey, Marvin CB 193 6-2 20 Jr. East Liverpool (E. Liverpool) Bob McNae 
21 Kern, Carl DRH 184 6-0 19 So. Dallas, Pa . (Lake-Lehman) George Curry 
22 Gales, Richard ORH 176 5-9 19 So. Niles (McKinley) Bob Shaw 
23 Battista, Thomas ORE 182 6-3 20 Jr. Weirton, W. Va. (Weirton) Charles Basil 
24 **Campana, Thomas ORH 182 5-11 21 Sr. Kent (Roosevelt) Tom Campana, Sr. 
25 Bradshaw, Morris OLH 194 6-2 18 So. Edwardsville, 111. (Edwrdsvll) Paul Fuchs 
26 Sharpp, Warren DLH 194 5-11 19 So. Akron (St. Vincent) John Cistone 
28 **Howard, Harry CB 192 6-1 21 Sr. Cincinnati (Princeton) Pat Mancuso 
30 Mathis, Louis CB 206 6-0 20 So. Paterson, N.J. (Eastside) Bob Smith 
32 Middleton, Richard OE 211 6-3 19 So. Delaware (Hayes) Gerry Cornell 
33 *Galbos, Richard OLH 196 6-0 20 Jr. Mentor (Mentor) Dick Crum 
34 *Bledsoe, John FB 208 6-1 20 Jr. Westlake (Westlake) Jim Janosek 
35 Rich, Rocco MG 218 5-11 19 So. Canton (McKinley) Ron Chismar 
36 Szabo, Thomas ORT 227 6-1 18 So. Elyria (Elyria) Bill Barton 
37 Eggers, Patrick FB 215 6-3 19 So. Toledo (Central Catholic) James Cordiak 
39 *Ferko, Richard LB 198 5-11 20 Jr. Pittsburgh, Pa. (Montour) Charles Connor 
41 *Seifert, Richard s 188 6-1 20 Jr. Cuyahoga Falls (Cuy. Falls) Terry Ross 
46 Gaffney, Michael ORH 203 6-2 19 So. South Eucl id (Brush) George Riser 
47 Lippert, Elmer OLH 177 5-7 19 So. Sandusky (Sandusky) Gene Kidwell 
50 Pitstick, Anthony OLG 212 6-3 21 Jr. Xenia (Xenia) Don Middleton 
52 **Deleone, Thomas C 227 6-2 21 Sr. Kent (Roosevelt) Tom Campana, Sr. 
53 Gradishar, Randolph LB 224 6-3 19 So. Warren (Champion) Al Carino 
54 Meckstroth, James C 215 6-0 19 So. Wilton, Wis. (Royall) Lew Vandehay 
55 *Fletcher, Kevin MG 222 6-1 20 Jr. E. Orange, N.J . (E. Orange) Tom Dean 
56 *Nixon, Thomas C 220 6-2 20 Jr. Mansfield (Mansfield Senior) Gary Prahst 
57 Houser, Thomas ORG 228 6-2 21 Sr. Massillon (Washington) Bob Seaman 
58 *Bonica, Charles ORG 254 6-3 22 Jr. Waltham, Mass . (Waltham) Fran Morelli 
59 Pisanelli, Fred LB 200 6-2 20 Jr. Warren (Western Reserve) Dick Strahm 
60 *Vecanski, Milan OLG 222 6-1 22 Sr. Harrisburg, Pa . (Harris) George Chaump 
61 Husband, John OLG 212 6-2 19 So. Elyria (Elyria) Bill Barton 
62 Koegel, Victor LB 200 6-1 18 So. Cincinnati (Moeller) Gerry Faust 
63 Kregel, James ORG 227 6-2 19 So. Toledo (Woodward) Sylvester Smith 
64 *Conley, William OLG 204 5-10 20 Sr. Columbus (Pleasantview) Don Eby 
65 Wersel, Timothy ORG 215 6-2 20 Jr. Cincinnati (Roger Bacon) Bron Basevich 
67 Cutillo, Daniel DLT 230 6-1 19 So. Amityville, N.Y. (Amityville) Vic Niemi 
68 Cummings, John OLT 260 6-2 20 Jr. Cincinnati (St. Xavier) Tom Ballaban 
70 *Hasenohrl, George DLT 260 6-1 20 Jr. Garfield Heights (Garfield) Cliff Foust 
71 Willard, Robert OLT 232 6-2 19 So. Chagrin Falls (Chagrin Falls) John Piai 
72 Mountz, Gregory OLT 214 6-3 21 Sr. Hummelstown, Pa . (L. Dphin) Jim Seacrist 
73 **Simon, Richard OLT 228 6-2 21 Sr. Parma (Valley Forge) Jim Fritzsche 
74 Long, David OLT 225 6-1 21 Sr. Delphos (Delphos) Paul Krotzer 
75 *Teague, Mervin OLE 216 6-5 21 Jr. Youngstown (East) Ed DeGregerio 
76 Scott, Daniel OLT 250 6-3 19 So. Amityville, N.Y. (Amityville) Vic Niemi 
77 Belgrave, Earl ORT 244 6-5 20 Jr. Brooklyn, N.Y. (Jefferson) Moe Finkelstein 
78 Beecroft, Charles ORT 221 6-3 20 Jr. Dayton (Carroll) Jim Spoerl 
79 *Williams, Shad ORT 232 6-3 20 Jr. Portsmouth (Portsmouth) Carl Benhase 
80 Pagac, Fred OLE 205 6-1 19 So. Richeyville, Pa . (Beth-Center) Bill Connors 
81 Marendt, Thomas OLE 206 6-1 19 So. Indianapolis, Ind . (Howe) Dick McCleish 
82 Hazel, Dav id ORE 194 6-1 18 So. Xenia (Xenia) Earl Knight 
83 Scannell, Michael DRE 204 6-2 20 Jr. Sylvania (Central Catholic) Jim Cordiak 
84 Jones, Scott ORE 206 6-3 19 So. Parma Heights (Valley Forge) Jim Fritzsche 
85 **Harris, Jimmie ORE 176 5-11 21 Sr. Dayton (Roth) Ken Amlin 
86 **Cappel!, Richard OLE 204 6-0 22 Sr. Dover (Dover) Richard Haines 
87 **Luttner, Kenneth DE 206 6-2 21 Sr. Medina (Highland) Phil Hahn 
88 **White, Stanley LB 224 6-1 21 Sr. Kent (Roosevelt) T-om Campana, Sr. 
91 **Wakefield, Richard ORE 202 6-4 22 Sr. Avon Lake (Avon Lake) Al O'Neill 
92 *Lago, Gary p 222 6-2 21 Jr. Ashtabula (Edgewood) David Six 
93 Brown, Jeffrey OLE 198 6-4 20 Jr. Chambersburg, Pa . (Cham.) Thomas Carroll 
94 *Strong, Terry OLE 190 6-3 19 Jr. Weirton, W. Va. (Weirton) Charles Basil 
96 Smurda, John OLE 194 6-1 19 So. Allentown, Pa. (Dieruff) John Bednarik 
99 Baxa, Thomas DLT 238 
• indicates letter 
6-5 20 Jr. St. Clairsville (St. Clairsville) Lewis Higginbotham 
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JOIN THE 
BUCKEYE LINEUP 
A Wandling 
Warren . C lumbus 
ft,.gen<Y Manager . o 
Dick Combs, CLU, 
MDRT, 
Columbus 
of the 
WARREN A. WANDLING 
AGENCY 
Building an organization is much like building a football team. 
You secure key personnel and use good coaching and concen-
trate on the fundamentals of the game, progress will appear and 
championship form can be attained. 
Here, in our agency, we have key personnel who have done a 
great job of recruiting quality people. Pictured on this page are 
some of the key personnel who do an excellent job of coaching 
and guiding our trainees into becoming successful, established 
career life underwriters. An opportuntiy with the Equitable can 
off er you lifetime security, unprecedented freedom and much 
responsibility. If you are a person who has a competitive back-
ground, has been serious about success and truly desires an 
oportunity-not a job--why not call Warren A. Wandling or 
one of the other agency coaches of the Wandling Agency. 
~ 
The EQWITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United States 
9\\\\ 6161 Busch Blvd. 
Columbus, Ohio 43229 
Phone: 846-2800 
Home Office: New York, New York 10019 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/ F 
AGENCY "COACHES" 
Lee Crotinger 
Newark 
Bernie Gavin 
Newtonsville 
Bill Rhodes 
Columbus 
Phil Mark 
Columbus 
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OHIO STATE FRESHMAN FOOTBALL ROSTER 
Name Pos. Hgt. Wgt. Age Hometown High School Coach 
Ashley, Darwin FB-LB 6-1 215 18 Cincinnati Willard Stargel 
Bartoszek, Michael DE-LB 6-4 190 18 Erie, Pa. Joe Moore 
Bowers, Brian FB-LB 6-0 215 18 Uniontown Ed Marshall 
Coady, Mark FB-LB 6-0 225 18 Carle Place, N.Y. Joe Coady 
Colzie, Neal DHB 6-0 205 18 Coral Gables, Fla. Nick Coates 
Cope, James E 6-2 205 18 McKeesport, Pa . Rick Zukouchas 
Cusick, Pete FB-LB 6-2 238 18 Lakewood Bob Duncan 
Dannelly, Scott T 6-3 235 18 Will iamsport, Pa. William Rudy 
DeCree, Van DE-TE 6-1 205 18 Warren James Hilles 
DeFillippo, Joseph TB-HB 6-3 195 18 Lancaster Earl Jones 
Elia, Bruce FB 6-2 212 18 Cliffside Park, N.J. Buck Kempton 
Epperson, Jeff T 6-4 240 18 Middletown Eugene Rice 
Ezzo, Billy HB 5-8 150 18 Canastota, N.Y. Bob Borogoni 
France, Frederick T-LB 6-6 260 18 Dayton Jim Eby 
Henson, Harold HB-FB 6-4 215 18 Ashville Dick Kidwel I 
Holycross, Tim QB 5-11 180 18 Bedford Heights Tony Federico 
Jones, Arnie FB-LB 5-11 210 18 Dayton Moe Ankey 
Kain, Larry FB-LB 6-2 212 18 Dayton Ned Booker 
Lillvis, Gary T-FB 6-2 225 18 Ashtabula James Orr 
Luke, Steve C-LB 6-2 184 18 Massillon Bob Commings 
Mack, Richard T 6-0 200 18 Bucyrus Robert Boyles 
Morrison, Steven QB-HB 6-3 185 18 Huntington, W. Va. Bob Sang 
Myers, Steven T-G 6-2 220 18 Kent Tom Campana 
O'Rourke, Larry T 6-0 200 18 Yardley, Pa. Chuck Kane 
Parsons, Rich TB-S 5-11 180 18 Cuyahoga Falls Terry Ross 
Plank, Walter QB-HB 5-11 185 18 North Irwin, Pa. Joe Pekar 
Purdy, David QB-S 6-3 185 18 Swanton Ken Najarian 
Schumacher, Kurt T 6-5 238 18 Lorain Doug Thompson 
Swank, Thomas T 6-2 220 18 Sandusky Gene Kidwell 
Trepanier, Edwin T 6-4 250 18 Rocky River Fred Ost 
Wiggins, Larry T-LB 6-0 215 18 Columbus James Harper 
Wilkins, Dwight G-LB 5-10 212 18 Cincinnati Viner 
24 
You expect a little car to be a good 
sprinter. Nimble, light on its feet, fine for 
short runs around town. 
Vega is all that. 
But what sets Vega apart is that it's 
one little car that's good on long runs too. 
One reason is its relatively large 140-
cubic-inch overhead cam engine. It can 
cruise comfortably at turnpike speeds with-
out straining, and with power to spare. 
MARK OF EXCELLENCE 
Buckle your seat and shoulder belts. 
It's an idea you can live with. 
Vega is built low to the ground, and 
wide, so it takes curves without a lot of lean 
and hangs onto a windy highway like it 
weighed a whole lot more. 
The steering is easy. Yet firm and 
reassuring on straight stretches. 
What we're saying is, for an economy 
car, Vega sure feels a lot like a sports car. 
Get into one soon and see. It'll give 
you a good run for your money. 
Great runner meets great runner. Former Heisman 
Trophy winner OJ. Simpson behind the wheel of a 
Vega Hatchback Coupe. 
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OFFENSE 
80 FRED PAGAC .................... .... LE 
75 MERV TEAGUE ........... .. ........ LT 
50 ANTHONY PITSTICK ............. LG 
52 TOM DeLEONE .. ....... ............ C 
58 CHUCK BONICA ................ RG 
73 RICHARD SIMON .. .. . .. ....... RT 
85 JIMMIE HARRIS .................. .. RE 
19 DON LAMKA ........................ QB 
33 RICK GALBOS ...................... LH 
25 MORRIS BRADSHAW ........... RH 
34 JOHN BLEDSOE .................... FB 
OHIO STATE 
DEFENSE 
81 TOM MARENDT .................... LE 
70 GEORGE HASENOHRL .......... LT 
55 KEVIN FLETCHER ............... MG 
79 SHAD WILLIAMS ................ .... RT 
87 KEN LUTTNER ..................... RE 
28 HARRY HOWARD ................. CB 
88 STAN WHITE ....... .. ............ LB 
62 VIC KOEGEL .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ... LB 
23 THOMAS BATTISTA .............. LH 
24 TOM CAMPANA .................. RH 
41 RICK SEIFERT .................... ..... S 
BUCKEYE SQUAD 
1 Schram, PK 
2 Johnston, PK 
3 Whately, DB 
4 Keith, FB 
5 Sivinski, DB 
6 Thompson, DHB 
7 Zeune, DHB 
8 Cunningham, DHB 
9 Murphy, DB 
11 Cowman, CB 
12 Moore, QB 
14 Kelly, DH B 
15 Boyle, QB 
16 Davis, DHB 
17 Baxter, QB 
18 Hare, QB 
19 lamka, QB 
20 Kinsey, DHB 
21 Kern, DHB 
22 Gales, OHB 
23 Battista, DB 
24 Campana, OHB 
25 Bradshaw, OHB 
26 Sharpp, DHB 
28 Howard, DHB 
30 Mathis, CB 
32 Middleton, OE 
33 Galbos, OHB 
34 Bledsoe, FB 
35 Rich, LB 
36 Szabo, DT 
37 Eggers, FB 
38 Givens, HB 
39 Ferko, .LB 
41 Seifert, S 
42 Helms, DT 
43 Miller, LB 
46 Gaffney, O HB 
47 Lippert, OHB 
49 Wendorff, DHB 
50 Pitstick, OG 
52 Deleone, C 
53 Gradishar, LB 
54 Meckstroth, C 
55 Fletcher, MG 
56 Nixon, C 
57 Houser, OG 
58 Bonica, OT 
59 Pisanelli, LB 
60 Vecanski, OG 
61 Husband, OG 
62 Koegel, LB 
63 Kregel, OG 
64 Conley, OG 
65 Wersel, OG 
67 Cutillo, DT 
68 Cummins, OLT 
70 Hasenohrl, DT 
71 Willard, OT 
72 Mountz, OT 
73 Simon, OT 
74 long, OT 
75 Teague, OT 
76 Scott, OT 
77 Belgrave, OT 
78 Beecroft, OT 
79 Williams, DT 
80 Pagac, OE 
8 1 Marendt, DE 
82 Hazel, OE 
83 Scannell, DE 
84 S. Jones, OE 
85 Harris, OE 
86 Cappe l!, DE 
87 Luttner, CB 
88 White, LB 
91 Wakefield, OE 
92 Lago, OG 
93 Brown, DE 
94 Strong, DE 
98 Doll, OE 
99 Baxa, DT 
DEFENSE 
83 RICK KAY .............. ........... .. LE 
88 HERB ORVIS .......................... LT 
80 CARL TAIBI .......................... LG 
71 BUD MAGRUM .................. . RG 
49 CHRIS HAVENS .................... RT 
55 JOHN STAVELY .................... RE 
51 BILLIE DRAKE ...................... .. LB 
15 RANDY GEIST ....................... LB 
16 CULLEN BRYANT .................. LH 
18 BRYAN FOSTER .............. ..... RH 
27 LORNE RICHARDSON ........ .... S 
COLORADO 
OFFENSE 
82 BOB MASTEN ............ .. ........ .. TE 
77 GREG HORTON ...... .... .... .... .. LT 
63 BILL KRALICEK .... ................. LG 
50 BILL McDONALD .................... C 
61 CHUCK MANDRIL .............. . RG 
79 JAKE ZUMBACH .................... RT 
23 CLIFF BRANCH .................... . SE 
10 JOE DUENAS ............... .. ....... QB 
26 CHARLIE DAVIS .................. . LH 
42 LARRY BRUNSON ... . RH 
32 JOHN TARVER .......... .. ......... FB 
BUFFALO SQUAD 
5 Dean, DE 
7 Johnson, QB 
8 Bland, QB 
10 Duenas, QB 
12 Stearns, S 
13 Scialla, SE 
14 Hendrick, S 
15 Geist, LB 
16 Bryant, DB 
18 Foster, DB 
19 Duren, DB 
22 Williams, SB 
23 Branch, SE 
26 Davis, TB 
27 Richardson, S 
28 Keyworth, TB 
29 Engel, TB 
32 Tarver, FB 
38 Mendez, SB 
39 Nichols, SE 
41 Mathews, FB 
42 Brunson, SB 
43 Donnell, DE 
44 Kensinger, DB 
45 Thomas, FB 
49 Havens, DT 
50 McDonald, C 
51 Drake, LB 
52 Battle, LB 
53 Bevans, C 
54 Ellefson, C 
55 Stavely, DE 
56 Bennett, C 
57 Parr, OG 
58 Orvis, DG 
60 Mattingly, OG 
61 Mandril, OG 
62 Schwab, DE 
63 Kralicek, 0G 
64 Giordano, DG 
65 Juneac, LB 
66 Bain, OG 
68 Emmerling, OG 
69 Cosgrove, LB 
70 Houck, OT 
71 Magrum, DG 
73 Cooney, DG 
74 Mahoney, OT 
76 Darovec, DT 
77 Horton, OT 
79 Zumbach, OT 
80 Taibi, DG 
81 Erickson, DE 
82 Masten, TE 
83 Kay, DE 
84 Carano, SE 
85 Aldrich, SE 
86 Whitaker, SB 
87 Nelan, DT 
88 Orvis, DT 
89 Cain, TE 
90 Stewart, K 
91 Klune, DE 
93 Kopine, OT 
94 Ciufo, LB 
95 Potkonjak, DG 
96 Trad, DG 
97 Peoples, OT 
99 Sens, DT 
It's the real thing. Cgl5e. 
The All-American choice 
for gasolines and 
motor oil. iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 
TEXACO 
Tcday's Al I-American team for top 
engine protection, better performa nee, 
and cleaner air: Texaco's great 
gasolines and Havoline Super 
Premium All Temperature Motor Oil. 
So for prcducts you can trust ... 
Trust your car to the 
man who wears the Texaco star. 
/ ~ ~ / '\{  .. i,'hl, University of Colorado Football Roster JM ,,Mf.: 
No. Player Pos. Ht. Wt . Class Hometown & High School 
5 Dean, J. B. K-DE 6-2 186 So. Golhenburg, Neb. 
7 Johnson, Ken QB 6-2 206 So. Scottsdale, Ariz. (Arcadia) 
8 Bland, Rich QB 5-11 188 So. Porterville, Cal. 
10 Duenas, Joe QB 5-8 174 So. LaJunta 
12 Stearns, John* s 5-11 191 Jr. Denver (Jefferson) 
13 Scialla, Paul SE 5-10 177 So. Cherry Creek 
14 Hendrick, Dan s 6-2 185 So. Boulder (Fairview) 
15 Geist, Randy LB 6-l 206 So. Greeley (West) 
16 Bryant, Cullen* DHB 6- l 212 Jr. Colorado Springs (Mitchell) 
18 Foster, Brian** DHB 5-l l 172 Sr. Lexington, Ky. (Bryan Station) 
19 Duren, Gary DHB 6-2 190 So. Lakewood 
21 Bailey, Glen* DHB 6-0 188 Sr. Chicago, ill . (Vocalional) 
23 Branch, Cliff* SE 5-10 172 Sr. Houston, Texas (Worthing) 
26 Davis, Charlie TB 5-11 198 So. West Columbia, Texas 
27 Richardson, Lorne* s 5-11 194 Jr. Moose Jaw, Sask. (Cent. Collegiate) 
28 Keyworth, Jon* TB 6-5 225 Jr. Ontario, Ca I. (Chaffey) 
29 Engel, Ron TB 6-2 197 So. Englewood 
32 Tarver, John* FB 6-3 220 Sr. Bakersfield, Cal. (Arvin) 
38 Mendez, Steve SB 6-1 176 So. Denver (Lincoln) 
39 Nichols, Willie** SE 6-2 204 Sr. Pueblo (Coun1y) 
41 Mathews, Bo FB 6-3 230 So. Huntsville, Ala. (Buller) 
42 Brunson, Larry* SB 5-10 174 Sr. Cortez 
43 Donnell, Bill DE 6-2 217 So. Chicago, Ill. (DeLaSalle) 
44 Kensinger, Jeff DHB 6-0 170 So. Loveland 
45 Thomas, Larry FB 6-3 224 So. Freeport, Texas (Brazosport) 
49 Havens, Chris** DT 6-2 219 Sr. Yreka, Cal. 
50 McDonald, Bill C 6-2 229 So. Houston, Texas (Washington) 
51 Drake, Billie* LB 6-1 218 Jr. Covina, Cal. (Southern Hills) 
52 Ba1tle, Charles LB 6-4 226 So. Shreveport, La. (Fair Park) 
53 Bevans, Tom C 6-2 228 So. Cherry Creek 
55 Stavely, John* DE 6-0 203 Jr. Boulder (Fairview) 
56 Bennett, Mike* C 6-1 214 Jr. Colorado Springs (Wasson) 
57 Parr, Greg* OG 5-11 215 Jr. Irving, Texas (MacArthur) 
58 Orvis, David DG 5-10 204 Jr. Petoskey, Mich. 
60 Mattingly, Wayne OG 6-3 248 So. Scottsdale, Ariz. (Saguaro) 
61 Mandril, Chuck OG 6-2 230 Jr. Wheat Ridge 
62 Schwab, Jerry DE 6-4 243 So. Arvada 
63 Kralicek, Bill** OG 6-1 233 Sr. Olathe 
64 Giordano, Nick DG 6-0 216 So. Pueblo (Roncalli) 
65 Juneac, Jeff LB 5-11 216 Jr. Gladwyn, Mich. 
66 Bain, Bill OG 6-4 250 So. Santa Fe Springs, Cal. (St. Paul) 
68 Emmerling, John** OG 6-2 225 Sr. Hugo 
70 Houck, Gerald* OT 6-2 236 Sr. Chicago, Ill. (Fenger) 
71 Magrum, Bud DG 6-3 217 So. Reno, Nev. (Wooster) 
73 Cooney, Mark DG 6-5 213 So. Denver (HS in San Antonio, Tex.) 
74 Mahoney, Scott** OT 6-3 249 Sr. Honolulu, Hawaii (Kamehameha) 
76 Darovec, Dave DT 6-3 222 So. Denver (Kennedy) 
77 Horton, Greg OT 6-4 232 So. Redlands, Cal. 
79 Zumbach, Jake OT 6-3 235 Jr . Binghamplon, N.Y. (Nor th) 
80 Taibi, Carl** DG 6-3 240 Sr . Pueblo (Roncalli) 
81 Erickson, John DE 6-2 216 So. Riverside, Cal. (Norle Visla) 
82 Masten, Bob** TE 6-2 200 Sr. Denver (Jefferson) 
83 Kay, Rick* DE 6-4 222 Jr. San Bernardino, Cal. (Pacific) 
84 Carano, Gary SE 6-5 200 So. Reno, Nevada (Wooster) 
85 Aldrich, Stu* DT 6-3 247 Jr. Newporl Beach, Cal. (Newport Harb.) 
86 Whitaker, Marv** SB 6-1 185 Sr. Santa Ana, Cal. 
87 Nelan, Dennis DT 6-4 224 So. Lakewood 
88 Orvis, Herb** DT 6-5 236 Sr. Petoskey, Mich. (Flint-Beecher) 
89 Cain, J. V. TE 6-5 213 So. Houston, Texas (Washington) 
90 Stewart, Doug K 6-2 218 So. Boulder (Fairview) 
91 Klune, Scott DE 6-1 215 So. Lakewood 
93 Kopine, Tom OT 6-4 248 So. Booneville, Mo. (Abbey, Canon City) 
94 Ciufo, Lennie LB 6-0 205 So. Van Nuys, Cal. (Encino, Crespi) 
95 Potkonjak, Bob DG 6-3 219 So. Fountain 
96 Trad, Sam DG 6-2 221 So. Redlands, Cal. 
97 Peoples, Bruce OT 6-3 231 So. Lakewood 
99 Sens, Mark DT 6-5 249 So. Hemet, Cal. 
* Varsity letters earned 
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MARV WHITAKER 
No. 86-Slot Batk 
CARL TAIBI 
No. SO-Defensive Guard 
MARK SENS 
No. 99-Defensive Tatkle No. 13-Split End 
LARRY THOMAS 
No. 45-Fullbatk 
COLORADO 
JOHN TARVER 
No. 32- Tailbatk 
IJFFALOES 
JOHN STEARNS 
No. 12-Defensive Batk 
30 
LORNE RICHARDSON 
No. 27-Defensive Batk 
JOHN STAVELY 
No, 55-Defensive End 
BRUCE PEOPLES 
No. 97- 0ffensive Tatkle 
The Friendly 
RED DOOR TAVERN 
1736 W. FIFTH AVE. • 488-5433 • JACK YOUNGQUIST, MANAGER 
CDLDRFUL EARLY AMERICAN 
Easy Parking 
A FOOTBALL SPECIAL CARRYOUT 
Signal us 30 minutes in advance ... we'll prepare your soup, sandwich and pie 
to take to the game. Make an end run before or after the game to the RED DOOR 
for delicious food and refreshments. 
ALL LEGAL BEVERAGES SERVED 
DON'T ACCEPT A SUBSTITUTE - SCORE IN EATING ENJOYMENT AT THE RED DOOR 
~~ After the game 
~ t It's time for good food ... and where food 
.A. is finest, it's Cooked with Gas. Why do 
~ more than 90% of all professional chefs 
~ choose Gas? Because the gourmet 
meats, vegetables and sauces that 
build a great chef's reputation require 
./ instant, exact control ... the kind of control 
.'I 
only Gas can give. 
Take a tip from the experts and choose Gas for cooking in your home, too. 
West-Camp Press, Inc. 
39 Collegeview Road , Westerville, Ohio 43081 
Phones: (614) 882-2 378-Job Shop 882-3309 
"The Printing House that Keeps its Promises" 
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THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY MARCHING BAND 
Pregame: Ramp Entrance 
Flag Raising 
Block 0 
Script Woody 
Slant Ohio 
Halftime: Body Outline 
Precision Drill 
Houses 
Precision Drill 
Symbol 
Director 
Assistant Director 
Graduate Assistants 
Drum Major 
Manager 
Music Arrangers 
The Spoken Word 
"SHE'S A LADY" 
Formations and Music 
Band Staff 
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"Buckeye Battle Cry" 
"Star-Spangled Banner" 
"Colorado Fight Song'.' 
"Mister Wonderful" 
"Beautiful Ohio" 
Chimes and "Carmen Ohio" 
"She's a Lady" 
"Love's Lines, Angles, and Rhymes" 
"With a Little Bit of Luck" 
"Hot Pants" 
"We've Only Just Begun" 
"I Want a Girl" 
Paul Droste 
James Jones 
Charles Temple 
Brian Bonner 
Paul Zubrod 
Jud Stailey 
Richard Heine 
John Tatgenhorst 
Edward Montgomery 
Tom Johnson 
51b 
1226 BSA 
A little 
something 
.~ ® to get YOU 
----------------
a Imo st anything, anywhere. 
A 
~., 
Ohio National 
Main Office : Gay and High Streets, Columbus 
Member FDIC 
"OHIO'S GREATEST CONVENTION MOTOR HOTEL" 
PLAN A SPECIAL 
WEEKEND I# THE 
NEIL HOUSE 
MOTOR HOTEL 
,i,n Col.uArbuL. 
WHILE ATTENDING THE 
OSU GAMES 
.T/WNl6HTS 
• TWO DIA/NG.es 
. rw .t!l2i.lNCH£5 
.Re££BI/S ro_.,.,,, 
FIZOM OSt,I STAOIUM. • 
• Fil££ .A<l.eKIN~ IN 
NJ;-IL #()(AS.£ GA,E>A<!,& 
Ffl,,,AV .AllfJ 5~11R04'1 
F OOTBALL SPl:CIAL 
OINijER 7 t> 10 P.M. 
u~ 
DANCING AND 
12.EFRESHMEMTS 
~-Md$""""~ 8et!NCH 
All !45~f/i~ TM> To 
..for .. Roo1>1 
( TIP A*> TA.'/ INCLUDED) 
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FREE PARKING 
!)INNER 7 t/J /OPM 
DANCING AND 
li!E~K!£SHMEN1"S 
Sund~ Morning 
BRUNCH 9-11 A~ 
Plen\!I of Yoo':ns-avoiloblt 
{or on OLD· FASHIONED 
OSU FOOTBALL GAME 
'"'1EEKENO! 
• 
'fo>r, RESERVATION, 
CALL Oil W~ITI! 
SALES DEPT. bl4 221-5221 
,41 So.HIG~ ST, Columbu~ 0 -43211> 
GREG PARR 
No. 57-0ffen,ive Guard 
DENNIS NELAN 
No. 87-Defensive Tackle 
SCOTT MAHONEY 
No. 74-0ffensive Tackle 
HERB ORVIS 
No. 58-Defensive Tackle 
COLORADO 
WILLIE NICHOLS 
No. 39-Split End 
UFFALOES 
BILL McDONALD 
No. 50-Cenler 
BILL KRALICEK TOM KOPINE 
No. 63-0ffensive Guard No. 93-Defensive Guard 
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BOB MASTEN 
No. 82-Tight End 
JON KEYWORTH 
No. 28-Tailback 
UNIVERSITY INN 
[ 
;ust off the Ohio State ] 
campus . .. only a mile north 
of the stadium! 
Recapture 
theBad 
OldDays. 
Dine & Dance 
m the Royal Oak Room 
Provocative Drinks 
at the 
GROGSHOP 
• 200 beautifully appointed guest rooms-
many with color T.V. 
• Bus service to and from the game 
• Nine private meeting rooms to accommodate 
300 conferees in relaxed surroundings 
• For information on sales meetings and con-
ferences, as well as p a rt i es and private 
dinners, contact the Sales Department. 
Stouffer's University Inn 
3025 Olentangy River Road 
Columbus, Ohio 
267-9291 
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Cassano 
<iplzzaKlng 
is the plaee to 90 
• Pizza • Submarines • Spaghetti • Oven-Baked Sandwiches 
, , I I I , 
Corner of Lane & Neil ..... ...... .. .... ... ... ...... .. ......................... 294-3597 
(across from campus) 
5041 Chatterton .. ...... .... ... .. .. . ···· ····· ··· ·· ····· ······ ···· ···· ······· ····· ··· 837-3476 
30 Southwestern Boulevard ... ....... .. ... ... ............ .... ............ .. · 875-9400 
Watch for other Cassano Pizza King Openings 
Tune in Vic Cassano's Fans in the Stands before every 
OS U game - WMNI ... 920 on the dial! 
Our Apprecialion lo fhe 
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
• FACULTY 
• RESIDENTS 
• INTERNES 
• STUDENTS 
who enjoy our apartments 
1856 Northwest Blvd. 
488-1167 STEWART APARTMENTS 
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RANDOLPH GRADISHAR WILLIAM BOYLE MICHAEL SCANNELL ROBERT KELLY 
No. 53-Linebacker No. 15-Quarterback No. 83-Defensive End No. 14-Defensive Back 
OHIO STATE 
IJCKEYES 
MILAN VECANSKI DAVID LONG THOMAS BATTISTA ROSS MOORE 
No. 60-0ffensive Guard No. 74-0ffensive Tackle No. 23-0ffensove End No. 12-Quarterback 
Photos by House of Portraits 
ROGER ZEUNE JOHN DOLL DAN CUNNINGHAM CHARLES BONICA 
No. 7-Defensive Halfback No. 98-0ffensive End No. 8- Defensive Halfback No. 58-0ffensive Guard 
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JEFF KENSINGER 
No. 44-Defensive Batk 
GREG HORTON 
No. 77-0ffensive Tatkle 
JOHN EMMERLING 
No. 68-0ffensive Guard 
RICK KAY KEN JOHNSON 
No. 83-Defensive End No. 7-Quarterbatk 
COLORADO 
IJFFALOES 
DAN HENDRICK 
No. 14-Defensive Back 
JOE DUENAS 
No. 10-Quarterbatk 
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CHRIS HAVENS 
No. 49-Defensive Tatkle 
BILLIE DRAKE 
No. 51-Linebatker 
BRIAN FOSTER 
No. 18-Defensive Batk 
BILL DONNELL 
No. 43-Defensive End 
Harry's 
KING SIZE 
Clothes 
Calling all hard-to-fit 
extra big or 
extra tall men 
If you are up to 7'1 " tall . .. 
up to 74" in the waist or chest 
we can fit you! 
LANE AVENUE SHOPPING CENTER 
Phone 486-7737 Open Wed., Thurs., and Fri. Eves. 
Also in Toledo and Cincinnati 
INCLUDE US IN YOUR 
GAME PLANS! 
FREE 
PICKUP AND 
DELIVERY 
We're on your team ... with 
modern equipment, profession-
al skill and mos t important, the 
determination to do· your dry 
cleaning better. Score high, 
wherever you go, in fresh ly 
cleaned fashions. 
:l)afe CLEANERS INC. 
" Your Champion Northwest Dry Cleaner" 
976 W. HENDERSON RD. 145114221 FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY . 
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DRAUGHT 
BEER 
ROAST 
BEEF 
SUB'S 
FOR FINE FOOD 
BEFORE AND AFTER THE GAME 
3121 Olentangy River Rd. , Columbus, 0. 
4400 Karl Rd., Columbus, 0. 
180 N. High St., Columbus, 0. 
640 Hebron Rd., Newark, 0. 
1111 W. Fourth St., Mansfield, 0. 
Georgesville Rd . 
If it's on 
the house 
mperial House Motels 
~~ Where etiery guest is K i'TIA}! 
ARE 
''WINNERS'', TOO! 
Located in Columbus are ... 
IMPERIAL HOUSE ARLINGTON located at 1335 Dublin Road 
(U.S. 33 North) ... 230 tastefully decorated rooms plus a lar_ge, 
~TJ~~~.:,~;~iir outdoor swimming pool ... the King's Inn Restaurant which 
, features an outstanding menu ... the Knave's Cave is ideal 
.,...,......,.. for "after-the-game-get-togethers !" 
• 
IMPERIAL HOUSE NORTH located at Inter-
state 71 and Morse Road ... 224 elegantly decorated rooms 
plus year around swimming in an indoor pool . . . delightful 
dining in the Black Rose Restaurant or before or after game 
relaxation in the adjoining lounge. 
. IMPERIAL HOUSE WEST is located at 
- ~ - 4101 West Broad Street ... 250 delightful rooms plus a huge 
swimming pool ... the Imperial Inn's cozy atmosphere is 
perfect for "before or after-the-game" dining or just relaxing 
get-togethers in the lounge . 
\Mt 
t.perf!! .. !1~~~1 Motels 
IMPERIAL HOUSE MOTELS ARE LOCATED IN CINCINNATI - DAYTON · COLUMBUS 
SIDNEY-FINDLAY-CANTON.OHIO-COLUMBUS-TERRE HAUTE- BLOOMINGTON, IND. 
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MICHAEL GAFFNEY 
No. 46-0ffensive Back 
CHARLES BEECROFT 
No. 78-0ffensive Tackle 
TIM WERSEL 
No. 65-0ffensive Guard 
GREGORY MOUNTZ SCOTT JONES TERRY STRONG No. 72-0ffen•ive Tackle No. 84-0ffensive End No. 94-Defensive End 
OHIO STATE 
UCKEYES 
WILLIAM CONLEY ROCCO RICH 
No. 64- 0ffensive Guard No. 35- Middle Guard 
Photos by House of Portraits 
MONTY THOMPSON 
No. 6-Defensive Back 
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RANDAL KEITH 
No. 4-Fullback 
PATRICK EGGERS 
No. 37-Fullback 
DANIEL CUTILLO 
No. 67- Defensive Tackle 
CHARLIE DAVIS 
No. 26-Tailback 
GARY CARANO 
No. 84-Split End 
CLIFF BRANCH 
No. 23-Split End 
MARK COONEY LEN CIUFO 
No. 73-Defensive Guard No. 94-Linebacker 
COLORADO 
IJFFALOES 
J. V. CAIN 
No. 89-Tight End 
MIKE BENNETT 
No. 56-Fullback 
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CULLEN BRYANT 
No. 16-Defensive Back 
CHARLES BATTLE 
No. 52-Linebacker 
LARRY BRUNSON 
No. 42-Split End 
BILL BAIN 
No. 66-0ffensive Guard 
(),e 7ie 1(/~ , , , , , 
all roads lead to FOOTBALL! 
Charter a 
LAKE SHORE 
Bus 
THE LAKE SHORE SYSTEM 
600 W. TOWN ST. • COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215 
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Phone: 224-6310 
... or contact your nearest Lake Shore ticket agent 
Put the Un in Fun with ... 
The UN And Only Is Available 
During the Game at the 
Nearest Concession Stand 
THOMAS SZABO 
No. 36-Defensive Tackle 
THOMAS BAXA 
No. 99-Defensive Tackle 
THOMAS HOUSER 
No. 57-0ffensive Guard 
CHARLES BAXTER 
No. 17-0ffensive End 
JEFFREY BROWN 
No. 93-Defensive End 
FRED PISANELLI 
No. 59-Linebacker 
OHIO STATE 
UCKEYES 
JOHN SMURDA JOHN HUSBAND 
No. 96-0ffensive End No. 61-0ffensive Guard 
LOUIS MA THIS 
No. 30-Cornerback 
PhotoJ by House of Portraits 
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RANDY WHATELY 
No. 3- Safety 
DAVID HAZEL 
No. 82-0ffensive End 
TOM MARENDT 
No. 81-Defensive End 
you're the quarterback ... 
you decide which play 
comes next with 
COM PUTAMATIC 
FOOTBALL 
34.95 
An exciting game of electronic football 
that means hours of fun ... it'll increase 
your understanding of football, too! Size 
up the situation, decide what play your 
opponent's likely to try, then choose the 
play that's going to catch him off bal-
ance. It's your skill and knowledge of 
football that determines who wins the 
game! Now available Adult Games Dept. 
202 downtown; also Northland, East-
land, Westland, Kingsdale. 
LAZARUS 
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Corne and See Us Befor·e and 
After the Game 
The 
Black Forest Inn 
-Neil Just Off Lane-
Knackwurst, Polish Sausage, served with 
Sauerkraut and Kosher Pickle . 
Charcoal Broiled Beefburger 
1 :i and 1 2 pound, and Ocean Perch. 
Your favorite beers by the pitcher 
or by the glass. 
For most people, good taste 
involves a pilgrimage from 
the fatuous to the substantive. 
For the knowledgeable, it 
merely 1neans a trip to our store. 
~ 
L.L.£uPP co. 
CLOTHIER 
8 1 SOU TH FOURTH STRE ET. CO LUM 8US 
The Ohio State University Coaching Staff 
Front row, left to right, George Hill, defensive co-ordinator; John Mummey, head freshman; Dick Walker, defensive backs; Rudy Hubbard, of-
fensive backfield; Alan Hart, trainer. Back row, Earle Bruce, offensive guards and centers; Esco Sarkkinen, ends; George Chaump, offensive back-
field ; Woody Hayes, head coach; Ralph Staub, offensive ends and tackles; Charles Clausen, defensive line. 
BIG TEN FOOTBALL SCHEDULE 
September 11 
OHIO STATE 52, Iowa 21 
Michigan State l 0, 1 llinois 0 
Minnesota 28, Indiana 0 
Michigan 21, Northwestern 6 
Wisconsin 31, Northern Illinois 0 
September 18 
Mi chigan 56, Virginia 0 
Indiana 26, Kentucky 8 
Wisconsin 20, Syracuse 20 (tie) 
Georgia Tech 10, Michigan State 0 
Washington 38, Purdue 35 
Notre Dame 50, 'Northwestern 7 
Oregon State 33, Iowa 19 
North Carolina 27, Illinois 0 
Nebraska 35, Minnesota 7 
September 25 
Colorado at OHIO STATE 
Illinois at Southern California (Night) 
Ind iana at Baylor (Night) 
Penn State at Iowa (Regional TV) 
U.C.L.A. at Michigan 
Oregon State at Michigan State 
Washington State at Minnesota 
Syracuse at Northwestern 
Notre Dame at Purdue 
L.S.U. at Wisconsin 
October 2 
California at OHIO STATE 
Washington at Illinois 
Syracuse at Indiana 
Iowa at Purdue 
Navy at Michigan 
Mich . State at Notre Dame (Regional TV) 
Kansas at Minnesota 
Wisconsin at Northwestern 
October 9 
OH IO STATE at Illinois 
Indiana at Wisconsin 
Northwestern at Iowa 
Michigan at Michigan State (Nat'I TV) 
Minnesota at Purdue 
October 16 
OHIO STATE at Indiana 
Illinois at Michigan 
Minnesota at Iowa 
Michiga n State at Wisconsin 
Purdue at Northwestern 
October 23 
Wisconsin at OHIO STATE (Regional TV) 
Purdue at Illinois 
Northwestern at Indiana 
Iowa at Michigan State 
Michigan at Minnesota 
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AND SCORES 
October 30 
OH:O STATE at Minnesota 
Northwestern at Illinois 
Indiana at Michigan 
Wisconsin at Iowa 
Michigan State at Purdue 
November 6 
Michigan State at OHIO STATE 
Illinois at Indiana 
Iowa at Michigan 
Minnesota at Northwestern (Regional TV) 
Purdue at Wisconsin 
November 13 
Northwestern at OHIO STATE 
Illinois at Wisconsin 
Indiana at Iowa 
Mich igan at Purdue 
Minnesota at Mich igan State 
November 20 
OHIO STATE at Michigan 
Iowa at Illinois 
Purdue at Indiana 
Michigan State at Northwestern 
Wisconsin at Minnesota 
ILKE 
EATS1 INC. 
Serving Restaurants, Clubs, Institutions 
U.S. CHOICE 
CURED AND 
FROM OUR OWN 
AND PRIME 
COOKED 
BEEF 
MEATS 
SAUSAGE KITCHEN 
175 E. Rich Street 
Columbus, Ohio 
224-7257 
WHILE IN 
COLUMBUS 
DISCOVER 
I IIRRIOTT 
THE MARRIOTT I N NS H A V E 
A L O N G, L ONG HIST ORY 
O F Q U ALITY. Roomy rooms. 
Magnificent decor. Color T V. 
A M/ FM Radios. Superior service. 
And here in Columbus The Marriott 
has the Showboat Landing 
Restaurant with its excellent cuisine, 
generous cocktails and Old New 
O rleans atmosphere. So come on, 
discover a whole new world of 
gracious living. . ... ~. 
,\\omott Inn 
. .: 
South H a milton R oad a t I -70 E ast 
Phone 861-7220 
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BEN COWALL PROMOTIONS present 
Sept. 15 thru Sept . 19 - COLISEUM 
HOLIDAY ON ICE of 1972 
Sept . 22 - VETS MEMORIAL 
DAVID CROSBY & GRAHAM NASH 
Oct. 2 - VETS MEMORIAL 
GORDON LIGHTFOOT 
Oct . 15 - VETS MEMORIAL 
ROGER WILLIAMS 
Nov. 5, 6, 7 - COLISEUM 
LIPIZZAN STALLION SHOW 
Nov. 12 - VETS MEMORIAL 
CHICAGO 
Nov. 13 - COLISEUM 
HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS 
Tickets fo r CLEVELAND BROWNS & CINCY BENGA LS plus 
SHOW TICKET INFORMATION - Call: 228-1305 CENTRAL 
TICKET OFFICE (Richman's), 37 N. High St., Columbus, Ohio 
4321 5 
SEA RS STORES; COCHRAN DRUGS (Bexley); A RTS INFO CENTER, 
Ohio Union Room 250, COMMUNITY SERVI CE BUREAU, Newark; 
AAA, Lancaster. 
BAY 
LOBSTER & STEAK HOUSE 
ALL SEAFOOD & LOBSTE RS 
flown in fresh doily! 
' SELECT YOUR OWN LOBSTER IN OUR TANK 
Open Sundays, 
11 :30 a .m. to 8 :30 p.m. 
We honor 
Am. Express 
BankAmerica rd 
Mas ter Charge 
5 M inute Drive from the Stadium 
\, 
I 
BORDEN TM 
AFTER-THE-GAME SPECIAL 
YOU CAN ALWAYS "SCORE" 
with Lady Borden Ice Cream 
14 del icious flavors 
It', Bette, - It', a. 
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- I ., 
The Wynn Bla u, i$ olto available in 
1he following colors - green, powder 
blue, royal blue, burn! orange, old 
g old , navy , purple and maroon . 
Name 
THE BUCKS 
ARE BACK! 
Order your red or 
grey Buckeye Blazer 
NOW! 
• Profits to OSU athletic 
Scholarship fund 
• $15.00 down, bal . COD 
• Mail to 
Ohio Staters, Inc. 
Rm. 309 Ohio Union 
Columbus, Ohio 43210 
Address ____________ _ 
Color ______ School ____ _ 
Size • 36-48 Short, Reg., Long ($35 .00) __ _ 
Ex. Long ($38.00) __ _ 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
Out Of Town Guests For 
The Game ? ? ? 
ENTERTAIN THEM 1 
,; 
·h~ Crystal Dining Room )~ii 
< C. ., .. ~ ... 
I N THE ... . .. . 
Pick - Fort Hayes Hotel Jtl~JJ~(u 
31 W. Spring Street f/tie~-£~. 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 
Phone: 224-8211 
·~~-:::,: ~.;::-.._. V · - , 1; 
r 
The Finest of Foods Expertly 
Prepared and Pleas ing ly Served 
in an Atmosphere of Graciousness 
and Charm . 
A MPLE FREE PARKING SPACE 
ALSO AVAILABLE: 300 DELUXE GUEST 
ROOMS AND SUITES. 
COLOR T.V . 
George E. Bettosin i, 
General Manager 
Enjoy the next game MORE! 
Kick off at Presutti's Villa 
each Saturday at 11 :00 a.m. 
• TASTY BRUNCH 
• Bus to the stadium 
and return 
• Free parking 
• Avoid the game 
traffic jam 
• Make reservations for 
future home games 
Continue your celebration after 
the game with a delightful 
dinner and cocktails at 
Presutti's Ristorante 
1692 West Fifth Ave. 
488-0795 
WELCOME 
• ro,f 00 ·\ • .. 
Green 23 
Meadows\ 
• 71 
: ~NNATI r.' 
... 
.. 
. . 
. 
Before or after the game -
or for a gala f ootball-wee!cend 
Green Meadows Country Inn 
On U.S. Route 23 4 miles North 
of Worthington-Columbus, Ohio 
Use new outerbelt 270 from 
1-71 to U.S. 23, exit right. 
Phone: 885-4051 
ALL ROADS LEAD TO OHIO ST ATER INN 
Convenience is a paramount feature of THE INN 
... you can walk to every important office, 
service administrative headquarters, the Stadium 
and St. John Arena on the Oh io State University 
campus. It is eas ily accessible to all highways 
and expressways leading into Columbus from all 
directions .. . North , South, East or West. 
The OHIO STATER INN is conveniently close to 
nearby industr ial and commercial establishments 
.. . close to University Hospital and other hos-
pitals . . . close to Columbus Airpo rt (five miles 
due East) ... close to Battelle Memorial Institute. 
For Reservations, write OHIO STATER INN, 2060 North High Street at East Woodruff, 
Columbus, Ohio 43215 or Telephone 614-294-5381 
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THE 
HISS STAMP 
COMPANY 
GEORGE W. RITCHEY, President 
and General Manager 
RUBBER, BRASS AND STEEL 
MARKING DEVICES 
BRONZE TABLETS 
NUMBERING MACHINES 
195 EAST LONG STREET 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 
BOYS' SUMMER 
CAMP 
9 Weekly Sessions 
June thru August 1972 
TED KLUSZEWSKl'S BASEBALL SCHOOL 
Learn the finer points of baseball from Ted Kluszewski 
(Cincinnati Reds Coach) and his staff of competent college 
coaches and players. Including: Bob Wren, coach at Oh io U.; 
Earl Smith, coach at East Carolina U.; Jim Ward , coach at 
Stetson U.; Lloyd Gearhart , New York Mets Scout; Joe 
Yager, O.S .U.; Tom Nagata, 0.U . , and Dick Duncan from 
Miami U. of Ohio . 
Valley Vista has 6 diamonds (3 lighted). automatic 
pitching machines and complete facilities . Established in 
1964. Former campers have earned College Scholarships and 
Professional Contracts . 
FRED TAYLOR BASKETBALL SCHOOL 
Fred Taylor (Ohio State Head Coach). developer of 
All -Americans, now heads up 9 weeks of summer basketball 
school, all fundamental techniques, strategy and winn ing 
spirit are taught to every camper . Fred's staff includes: Bob 
Burkholder, Asst. coach at O .S.U.; JimmyCleamons of the 
L.A . Lakers; Bobby Hooper of the Indiana Pacers; Ron Hall, 
Class "A" Coach of the Year in Ohio, and Paul Pennell, 
Columbus East's Asst. Basketball Coach. 
Open to boys 9 thru 18. One Week Sessions. Learn now . . . 
pay later with BankAmericard or Master Charge billing plan. 
Write/or detailed brochure and application blank. 
Valley Vi11a Spo,11 Camp 
P.O .Box 524 Dept . FP Bainbridge, Ohio 45612 
your 
after ganie plan 
Whether it's a small supper 
for a big ten or a national gather-
ing for fifteen hundred hungry 
executives, Scot's Inn makes it a 
warm well-planned event. 
Whether you're enjoying one of our sui tes for a night or 
dining in the plush Stewart Royal, or watching the na-
tionally famous entertainment over robust drinks, or 
banqueting in good company with good food, or singing 
along in the Pinch Room, or saunaing or swimming, you'll 
enjoy life to it ful'lest with a host that is honored by your 
vi it. Vi it us oon. 
t' 1-71 and Sinclair Road (Exit 60) to .s Jl\l\ Columbu,, OMo • 614/846-0300 
University of Colorado Coaching Staff 
Back row: Trainer Monte Smith, Augie Tammariello, Tom Groom, Cottrell McGowan, Irv Brown, Jerry Claiborne, 
Duke Benz. 
Front row: Steve Sidwell, Rick Duval , Steve Ortmayer, Jim Mora, Head Coach Eddie Crowder, Kay Dalton, Larry 
Kennan. 
OHIO STADIUM 
TICKET SALES 
The Ticket Office is located in the southeast corner of the 
St. John Arena, just l 00 yards north of the closed end of 
Stadium. Phone 422-2626. 
Permanent seats: 71 ,846. Total Seating capacity, 81,659. 
Construction cost: $1 ,341 ,000. Financed chiefly by gifts 
aggregating $1 ,083,000, pledged by 13,000 persons. 
Seats in Section A: 32,606; Section B, 13,951; Section C, 
21 ,145. "A'' Boxes, 1,552; "B" Boxes, 1,748; 1188 11 Boxes, 
844. Total permanent seats, 71 ,846. 
Temporary seats: South stands, 4,858; field seats, 4,901. 
Total temporary seats, 9759. 
Total seats between goal lines: 29,175 or 37%. 
Height of wall : 98 feet, three inches; length, 752 feet, 6 
inches, ground area, 10 acres. Circumference, one third mile. 
Mater ia l: Concrete and steel. Seats in press box, 144. Radio 
and photo booths, 22. Photo tents on roof, l 0. 
SCOREBOARDS 
The Stadium has three scoreboards. Two are located at the 
southeast and southwest towers. The third is located at the 
north end under " C" deck. 
ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES 
Eighty-seve n concrete and steel arches each 13 feet wide 
and 56 feet high. Towers at the open and north entrance 
each l 00 feet high and 36 feet square. A half dome 86 feet , 
six inches high and 70 feet in diameter. Twelve ramps feed 
112 aisles . 
GAME TIME 
All home games will beg in at 1 :30 p.m. Columbus time 
except the Wisconsin Homecoming game which will begin at 
1 :50 p .m. This game will be televised regionally. 
VARSITY "0 " 
Pos t-game meeting place of Varsity "O" will be held in the 
recreation center of the stadium dormitories. 
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INFORMATION 
SERVICE TO PATRONS 
Emergency medical treatment is available in special first 
aid quarters back of Sections 11 and 12 in "B" deck. A 
mobile section also is available on the ground level at the 
northeast section of the Stadium. Pay telephones are located 
at Sections SA, BA, l OA, 17 A, 19A, 20A, 22A, and at the 
southeast corner of the Stadium. A police information booth is 
located at northwest windows, gates l and 2. 
A LOST and FOUND WINDOW is maintained at the north 
or closed end of the Stadium until 30 minutes after the games. 
Losses should be reported there and any articles found should 
be turned in there or to any usher. Address inquiries to Arena 
Ticket Office, St. John Arena (422-2626). 
RADIO AND MOVIE CAMERAS 
Western Conference rules prohibit spectators having either 
RADIOS or MOVIE CAMERAS at the games. These may be 
checked at the LOST and FOUND WINDOW at the north or 
closed end of the Stadium and may be reclaimed there until 
30 minutes after game at the same window. 
PUBLIC ADDRESS ANNOUNCEMENTS 
No announcements are ever made over the Stadium public 
address system except under the gravest circumstances, such 
as serious illness or accident. Kindly refrain from requesting 
this service. 
Physician members of the Academy of Medicine of Colum-
bus and Franklin County and the staff of Doctor's Hospital 
are paged by numbers. 
REST ROOMS 
Men's rest rooms are located at gates 7, l 0, 12, 13, 17, 
18, 23 and 24. Women 's rest rooms are located at gates 
1, 2, 12, 13, 19 and 20. Four rest rooms also are located 
on "B" deck . The larger but least used rest rooms are located 
on B level at the north or closed end of the Stadium. 
Dark Brown If I l 
Burnished 
Buffalo Grain 
or Black Calf. 
LE ULANDT 
Over 50 Years of 
Fashion for Men 
Zanesville 
D SI-IOE COMPANY 
138 N. Main Street 
Lima 
s 
Washington's Better 
Shoe Store 
Washington Court House 
D 
4 Locations 
Dayton 
Hamilton 
N 
C O ' 'S SHOES 
4 Locations 
Mansfield 
Marion 
Free111a11 
FREE-FLE 
I (,EH Terra Brown Grain 
or Black Calf. 
LAZARUS 
7 Locations 
Columbus 
Mansfield 
Lima 
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AN EXCLUSIVE FREEMAN 
PROCESS GIVES YOU 
"FIRST STEP FLEXIBILITY". 
FI I 00:\I Dark Brown Burnished 
Buffalo Grain or Black Calf. 

